Press Review

at a

Glance

Century Home Magazine Rusticism meets romance at Manitowaning Lodge…In the transformation
from fishing camp to luxury resort, the cottages at Manitowaning Lodge were treated to an inspired
decorative facelift

The Globe and Mail Weekend Escapes by Helga Loverseed Just a drive and a boat ride from
Toronto, the world’s largest freshwater island is rich in native lore of another world …. The island
abounds in native lore and the names of towns and villages reflect its population……although we
found plenty to do our favorite activity was just lounging around the lodge.

Travel & Leisure — The best summer resorts, to my way of thinking, are complete, protected little
enclaves in which to hide from the outside world for a week or so…with ….chairs with views, and
places to swim, so that life within them becomes simpler, slower, easier. And yet is still
interesting. The Manitowaning Lodge & Tennis Resort epitomizes this ideal.

Detroit Free Press - Travel — Even teens can’t resist captivating Ontario Lodge by Rick Sylvain …
Michelin, Mobil and AAA can slather all the stars and diamonds they want on a resort but only one
rating counts. Yours. And so with all the reviewers going ga-ga over it, sight unseen, I put
Manitowaning Lodge and Tennis Resort to the ultimate test: My teenaged daughters. …… Welldeserved stars…

Condé Nast by Cindy Feltser — At the edge of the largest freshwater island in the world sits a resort
that doubles as multimillionaire developer David Kosoy’s personal Le Hameau. Unlike MarieAntoinette, who kept her country digs all to herself, Kosoy converted his 11-acre hobby into a parttime business. Luckily, his (tax shelter) loss is our gain….. After finding himself hooked on the
place during a fishing trip, Kosoy purchased (it) …..; flew in the likes of the king of Saudi Arabia’s
wallpaper hanger to spruce up the interiors; and refused to rest until he’d completely transformed
the place.

Weekend Telegraph — Canada: boring it isn’t

Bill Condie flies Concorde to a luxury island lodge
in the lonely Lakeland.
Manitowaning Lodge, in Georgian Bay, is included in the very upmarket
packages offered in the new “Canada by Concorde” brochure, jointly organized by British Airways
and Canadian company Blyth and Co, and being sold in the UK by a firm called Experience the
Mountains, of Mitcham, Surrey.

Toronto Life Fashion Travel by Brad MacIver - A dab decorator’s hand, a green thumb and an
educated palette (think here of a PhD) have transformed a remote fishing lodge into a top tennis
retreat …… With the help of interior designer Leo Laferme of Toronto, Colleen has created a
comfortable mix of classic lodge style and English country charm….. Hand-woven rag rugs, framed
botanical prints, hand decorated wooden furniture, and the final and all-important concession to the

luxe life, gloriously inviting beds dressed with feathery duvets, all conspire to make venturing
beyond the front porch unnecessary. Fortunately, incentives to do so are everywhere.

Diversion by David Butwin — For some 60 years, fishing was about all you could do at Manitowaning
Lodge. Then, in the late 1980’s, a hustling Toronto entrepreneur named David Kosoy bought this
study in brown … and said: Let there be white. Kosoy’s South African wife, Colleen, applied her
sense of style and whimsy to all the buildings ….Colleen’s parents, Peter and Gloria Barter, …. A
winning combo …. Peter is a ringer for Sean Connery… Gloria charms the guests (60 at most) and
makes those amazing gardens grow.

United Airlines Hemispheres — As I opened the (cottage) door, I was hit with two sensations.
First was The Sound: the slap of a screen door closing behind me on a summer day. Then, The Smell:
a blend of must, weathered wood, and trapped air — pure perfume. Where better to indulge a love
for lakes than Ontario? … As I sank into the pleasant routine at Manitowaning Lodge, I marveled
that one could be so far from civilization and find such polished digs……. Manitowaning’s dock was a
beauty. Near the center was an appealing bulge of plank work, set out with a few deck chairs…..
There was a flower-decked swimming pool, and a garden path behind the lodge led to a cluster of
tennis courts with a health club attached.

Frommers Comprehensive Travel Guide — Manitoulin Island — Where to Stay and Where to Dine
….. comfortably furnished with wicker or painted log furniture, beds with duvets and pillows,
durries, log tables, and hand-painted furnishings. All have fireplaces. None has a TV or telephone —
a real retreat. The dining room is airy and light. Tables are set with French linens; white chairs
painted with trailing ivy designs are original to the inn…..

Get away to Manitowaning Lodge by Jill Rigby a chic northern getaway complete with Fenton’s
maitre d’, …., a tennis pro straight from this year’s fourth round at Wimbledon, a waitress crowned
Miss Manitoulin, a wallpaper hanger who worked for the King of Saudi Arabia, a fishing guide
renowned in northern latitudes and a topnotch management crew who just happen to be in-laws.

The Sunday Sun - Northern Paradise — Destination ONTARIO by Jill Rigby — October 9, 1994:
South Baymouth, Manitoulin …- poised where the mighty Magnetewan rockily edges into Georgian
Bay — this isle is my northern favorite. ….. Quest For Fire … did its location here. Word is that
Manitoulin’s 1,600-km coastline offered the most pristine beaches the location scout could find…..
Without reservation, the Europeans decided that the island provided a more-than-perfect locale to
shoot a multi-episode cowboy and Indian series. The Germans, as you may or may not know, are
cowboy and Indian freaks….. And nowadays, it’s especially hot on the international
circuit……ACCOMMODATION: With respect to sleeping, at the top of my list, and without competition,
is the unequalled Manitowaning Lodge. This is where my favorite innkeepers in the entire world
hold court. The Barter family is much-loved in these parts. The ever-hospitable Gloria has a garden
which is famous and much-emulated; husband Peter tends the bar and the needs of his guests with
grace and aplomb; while son Mark adds youthful levity and insights on island goings-on. They are an
impossible combination to beat.

